Proof of Lemma (Characterization of I )
Let i ( i ; i ) and i denote the corresponding parameter space. Suppose the model is correctly speci…ed for some 0 ; F First we establish a link between the identi…cation of the 2-by-2 game and that of the two simultaneous binary regressions with "augmented" vectors of regressors.
Lemma A1 Suppose CMI and SE hold. Given an BNE outcome p observed in the DGP, That o:e: 0 under F CM I implies 9 F jX 2 F CM I such that Prfp (X) 2 (X; ; F jX )g = 1. It follows that 
Hence for all x 2 1; 1 , p (x) 6 2 (x; ; G jX ) for any G jX 2 F CM I . Therefore Pr(X 2 1; 1 ) > 0 implies PrfX 2 (p ; ; G jX )g < 1 for any G jX 2 F CM I and is not observationally equivalent to 0 under F CM I .
(Su¢ ciency) Suppose is such that Pr(X 2 [ i=1;2 i; i ) = 0. Let c denote the complement of a generic subset of the support X . Then Pr(X 2 \ i=1;2 c i; i ) = 1, where by de…nition
Suppose both and 0 are in the identi…cation region of 0 under F CM I . That is, 
Details in Proof of Point-identi…cation
Note the scale normalization is necessary for identifying (
, as is obvious from representation of the simultaneous game as parallel binary responses. PID-1(i) requires the marginal distributions of 1 ; 2 conditional on any x respectively not to increase too fast, and rules out discontinuities (jumps) in the distributions. PID-1(ii) requires the marginal distributions of 1 and 2 given any x hi "not to perturb too much" as x hi changes. It is satis…ed if j is independent of X hi conditional on X hi . These two restrictions enable an application of a version of the …xed point theorems to show the actual choice probabilities p i observed in the DGP, as a solution to the …xed point equation de…ning BNE, are continuous in the regressors X hi (which is excluded from the index X 0 i i ) conditional on all other regressors.
Lemma A2 Suppose CMI, SE, ER, PS, SN and PID-1 are satis…ed with jC F1 C F2 j < 1. Then p i (x hi; x hi ) is continuous in x hi for any x hi 2 X h i .
Proof of Lemma A2. We prove the lemma from the perspective of player 1. The proof for the case of player 2 follows from the same argument. Fix x h1 2 X h 1 . By the de…nition of a BNE and the assumption that p is rationalized by a single equilibrium only (i.e. assumption SE ), we have
(1) where 0 1;h1 = 0 under the exclusion restriction. Let C( X h 1 j x h 1 ) denote the space of bounded, continuous functions on the compact support X h 1 j x h 1 under the sup-norm. By standard arguments,
, and are Lipschitz continuous with some constant k K 1 . Then C K1 ( x h1 ) is bounded in the sup-norm and equi-continuous due to the Lipschitz continuity. Besides,
) that converges in sup-norm to f 0 . By the completeness of
) is bounded, equi-continuous, and closed in C( X h 1 j x h 1 ). By the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem,
) is a convex, compact subset of the normed linear space C( X h 1 j x h 1 ). Now substitute the second equation in (1) into the …rst one, and we have
where p 1 (x h1 ) and F ijxh 1 are shorthands for p 1 (x h1 ; x h1 ) and F ijxh 1 ; x h 1 conditional on x h1 . Note the strategic interaction terms 0 i are already normalized to have absolute value 1 under SN. Fix a x h1 and let (x h1 ) denote the right-hand side of (2). Suppose p 1 (x h1 ) is Lipschitz continuous with constant k K 1 for some K 1 > 0. Then by the de…nition of the Lipschitz constants in
Since 0 2;h1 6 = 0 and jC F1 C F2 j < 1, K 1 can be chosen such that D(K 1 ) K 1 . Therefore the right hand side of (2) is a continuous self-mapping from C K1 ( x h1 ) to C K1 ( x h1 ) for the K 1 chosen. It follows from Schauder's Fixed Point Theorem that there exists a solution p 1 (x h1; x h1 ) that is continuous in x h1 for all
Lemma A3 below ensures for i = 1; 2, the actual opponent choice probabilities p i observed is dense given any x hi , in the sense that there is a positive probability that p i falls within any open interval on a certain closed interval in [0; 1]. We prove this by using the continuity of p i in x hi and the following conditions on the distribution and support of X hi given any x hi . Assumption PID-2 implies for both i = 1; 2, there exists an interval on the real line such that the probability for i to lie in this interval is uniformly bounded below by b i a i for all x 2 X . Among other things, this restriction can be satis…ed if the support of i is bounded for all x 2 X , or if i are independent of X for i = 1; 2. The assumption RSX-1 is plausible because 0 2;h1 6 = 0 and it can be satis…ed if x hi has su¢ ciently large support conditional on any x hi . Note this assumption is compatible with the compactness of the support X . 1 Note here we have extended the SE assumption to restrict the single equilibrium played in the DGP to be from such Lipchitz-continuous Bayesian Nash equilibria. Proof of Lemma A3. We prove the case for player i = 1. Fix x h1 2 X h 1 . Then for all x h1 2 X h 1 j x h 1 ,
where p i and F 2jxh 1 are shorthands for p i and F 0 2jxh 1 ; x h 1 for a …xed x h1 , and 0 2 is known to be negative and normalized to 1 under SN. Lemma A2 showed p 1 (x h1 ) is Lipschitz continuous in x h1 given any x h1 , and therefore the support of p 1 (X h1 ) given x h1 must be a connected interval contained in 
ID , the following events must have zero probability for i = 1; 2,
Therefore Q(b) = 0 for all b 2 B ID . On the other hand, for any b 6 2 B ID , at least one of the two events above must have positive probability for either i = 1 or 2. Without loss of generality, let the …rst event in (4) occur with positive probability for i = 1. Then that "PrfX Condition (iii) in RD is a regularity condition for identi…cation. Condition (i) in SF are also essential for the formulation of the identi…cation region as the set of minimizers of Q. Conditions (i), (ii) in RD and the conditions in KF implyp p ! p uniformly over X at a rate faster than n 1=4 , which, combined with smoothness property of in condition (ii) of SF , contribute to the point-wise convergence ofQ n to Q in probability. The compactness of and boundedness of X are technical conditions that make the integrand in the limiting function uniformly bounded over . 2 These (weak) conditions ensure the sample analogQ n converges in probability to Q pointwise. Given thatQ n is convex and continuous over the convex parameter space B , this point-wise convergence can be strengthened to uniform convergence over any compact subsets of B , which is the crucial condition for proving the consistency of the estimator. 
Apply a mean-value expansion ofQ i;n (b) around p i;g p i (x g ): 
where the second term is O p (n 1=2 ) by the Central Limit Theorem. An application of the triangular inequality suggests the …rst term is bounded above by "
Note the absolute values of~ (1) i;g; ,~
(1) i;g;+ ,~ i;g;+ and~ i;g; are all bounded under SF, and
where the last equality follows from condition (iv) in RD and the Central Limit Theorem. Likewise we can show the …rst term in the product in (7) is O p (n 1=2 ). Since the second term of (7) is o p (n 1=4 ), the product in (7) is o p (n 3=4 To see why a n can be chosen to be n 3=4 in the implementation, note the …rst term in (6) is 0 for all b 2 B ID and the two terms in the product in (7) are O p (n 1=2 ) and o p (n 1=4 ) under the conditions stated.
